
Tuesday, October 19, 2010 

Meeting notes: Technology Committee 

Questions about expenditures: forward to Karen McConnell 

• Debt service is high? 

• Good time to refinance? 

• Health care costs? They are hidden.  Could we renegotiate costs? 

• Look at costs for teachers, may have to contribute more.  

Where does the technology budget fall? 

• We are a little over 1% of district budget. 

• Do we have any tech people we don’t need? 

Most of the cuts West Chester made brought them down to what we have now. 

Technology is underfunded.  What we have saved we try to put back into technology. 

Questions about teaching students who are not following the school rules.   

• We have to teach all students in public education.   

• Approximately 90% of students do what they need to do.   

• We do have budget for alternative placements.   

• Regular education $8,000 per student, special education is double that.  

• One of our new programs is the online program.   

• It is relatively similar in cost but without transportation.  

• Most students get computers provided if they do not have them at home.  

Discussion about Cyber Schooling 

• If we can bring back at least 8 students who have gone to other cyber charter schools we will 

break even.  

• We are looking into providing courses to supplement education, such as AP classes, or classes 

that have low enrollments.   

• Another option is using distance learning with technology, between buildings.  

• Do the schedules match up?  They can be created to match.   

• Trying to get kids acclimated to on line lessons.  

Telecommunication budget: 

• Repair/replacement                  $10,000 ( phones are Cisco or Toshiba 

• Local/Long Distance                $78,000 (Erate-able) get half of that back (95% is level 3- 3 year 

contract- 



• Cell Phones                              $96,000  (Erate-able) get half of that back (buildings and grounds 

support that- can probably get rid of more, possibility to eliminate and give a stipend, but it may 

cost more because of erate 

• Pagers                                      $ 4,800 

• Wide Area Network                $121,000 (Already discounted Bills) T-1 Circuits (PRI)                    

$19,200   (Erate-able) - have 3 of them (primary rate interface) 2 in data center and 1 at CDHS.  

Cost $400 per month plus taxes. 

 

East Pennsboro brochure was shared– what would be the board feeling about that? Verizon is not 

expanding their FIOS.  Matt would like to approach Comcast to see what they would do for us. 

 

It is common for companies to approach the schools.  No way to gauge how much you will earn. 

Maybe we should recommend more distance learning, on line courses to save money.  Not going to get 

much more out of technology budget for telecommunications. 

VM ware: don’t have to buy as much hardware. Free product.  Some limitations, but nothing that limits 

us.  If we go to full licensing system, would it save elsewhere?   

Microsoft Office?  What do we pay? @$40.  We only add when we need it.  

Have we looked into the open source software?  

• Would have to train the teachers.  

• Glenn Cermak has used the open office, and likes it.   

• Icons are the same.   

• You sometimes loose the format when bringing in Office documents.  

• Auto Cad is used in tech ed, very costly.  

Printing issues 

• We want to give teachers a dollar amount each month for printing, and they will need to 

monitor their expenses per month.   

• Mostly we have Xerox and Richos.  

• How do kids get their printing done?  Students in secondary have accounts.  

• Can we create IEP’s in electronic form to give to all those who need it?  

• We don’t allow teachers to bring in their own printers.  Old individual printers are not being 

replaced. 

• RFP for printers.   

• We are using a new company for our toners, cartridges. 

Co-ops, consortiums 

• Are we interested in any buying co ops?  We use some with the IU’s.  



• NJ PA is a consortium out of the mid west. Matt will get of list of what we do buy through a co 

op.  IU 8 does paper purchase.    We can save some money on supplies. 

• Annual notice for special education to the public of the programs that we provide?  Do we do by 

ourselves or as a group?  Usually done in August. 

Any large areas outside the tech budget that tech may be able to mitigate? If we could do more online, 

especially in the secondary, we could save on paper. 

Starting to pursue the time clock item.  May cost more due to time clocks needed at each facility.  May 

not show a savings.  1 person tabulates the time cards that we currently use. Time cards not used by a 

large number of personnel.  

Can we look at top line items, and make cuts with technology?  

Can we cut costs with using less text books?    

• Using SAS (standard aligned systems) on line.   

• Use of ebooks.  

• Many public domain books.  

• Negative impacts, need to provide technology.  

• Did district do a survey about home technology?   

• We should do another survey.   

Our budget is very low compared to other districts.   

• Are we maximizing the technology?   

• We initially did a bond to get the technology we currently have.   

• Our budget has crept up a bit.  

• If you can save in 1 area, you can support new technology. 

• We saved a lot of money with energy using technology.   

Try having an elementary school pilot using more technology instead of textbooks. It would be nice to 

allow students to bring their own computers to school.   

Security issues?  Some. We have about 600 laptops in the district.  Classrooms of the Future laptops at 

the HS.   

Technology policy is on the website.  

CD East got School Improvement Grant.  Smartboards in all classrooms.  Wireless overlay in this building.  

Grants?  

• Do we have a grant writer?  We had one in the past, and now have a new person:  Michelle 

Trostle.   



• Some districts give incentives to teachers to find grants that work into the school district 

program. 

• Dr. Lay gave a session over the summer on grant writing.   

• We do need it to align with what we support.  We need to stay with SMART.  There is no 

universal platform for interactive white boards.  

Glenn and another teacher installed the Smart Boards at CD Middle themselves. That saved installation 

costs. 

Debt bonds?  Where can we use technology?  When they put out bids, do the bids online.  Rather than 

put out an RFP. 

Resistance to new technology?  Does play into our ability to maximize our dollar.  

What would you (Matt) like to see us do?  

• Go to online books.   

• If we had the wireless overlay, how hard to get the implementation? Where do you want to 

implement?  CD East building would be a good one to test.   

• Tech plan is online.  We are in the 2nd year. We could put that in the tech plan.   

• We don’t purchase text books for every subject each year.  There is a cycle.  Text books are 

costly.  

• We would have to have something for students who don’t have laptops, etc.   

• Glenn did a survey and out of 7th graders, 99% had a computer. 

• If we can let the students use their technology and cut costs of textbooks, could be a win-win. 

• Give survey to students to find out their technology at homes.  Use Senteos to take the survey.   

 

 


